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ABSTRACT
Films are one of the most important actors of popular culture and have the ability to influence many people worldwide in a short period of time. Due to this feature of films, people may be disposed to visit the locales in the films they are watching, or the places where films are shot. With this increasing trend in recent years, people choose their destinations in the direction of films they are influenced by. In addition to learning many places to sightsee, people can also have information about the cuisine culture and restaurants of countries where films are filmed and can visit the places being talked about. Countries can create a destination image through food-themed films, and they can take place near the top in destination selections. In this study, it is mentioned the use of food-themed films in the destination selections and it is determined which countries are at the forefront in this regard through examination of the food-themed films.

INTRODUCTION
A movie is described as a work of art that is shown in cinemas (Turkish Language Sociaty, n.d). The movies are one of the most important actors of popular culture and have the feature of influencing many people worldwide in a short period of time. Because of this feature of the movies, people may act with the wish to visit the places where the events have occurred or the places where the movies are filmed. With this increasing tendency in recent years, people are choosing destinations in the direction of movies they are influenced by. In addition to learning about different locations to see, people also learn about the culinary cultures of the countries where the movies are filmed, restaurants in the country, and visit the relevant locations. So, the gastronomic cultures of the countries are phenomena that can be learned through cinema. Thanks to the movies, people are also able to learn about what is valued in their own culture, what to eat where, how to behave in a restaurant, as well as the eating and drinking habits of the cultures in the movies. Therefore, cinema provides various data for the cinema audiences about gastronomic culture as it does in many different areas (Akınçt Yüksel, 2016).
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Recently, various studies have been carried out in Turkey regarding the place of the movies in terms of creating an image of a destination and in destination marketing. However, the number of studies conducted on food or gastronomy-themed movies is relatively small and yet very recent. This situation can be explained by the fact that gastronomy and culinary are popular in Turkey in recent years. Because until recent years people regard culinary as an ordinary profession learned by apprenticeship, while gastronomy was often mistaken with other sciences with similar names. Today, in favor of catching the speed of change of the world and meeting the needs of knowledge; gastronomy and culinary are fields that are recognized by everyone, emphasized sensitively, progressed and subjected to academic studies.

All tourists, particularly gastro-tourists traveling within the context of gastronomic tourism, can learn a lot about countries’ cuisines, beverage cultures, restaurants and famous cooks thanks to the food-themed movies. Countries can create a destination image through food-themed movies, and by this way can be placed near the top in destination selection. In this study, it has been mentioned that how cinema, which is a mass communication medium, is used in terms of people’s choice of destinations by means of food-themed movies, and it has been commented on which food-themed movie can attract the tourists from which angles by examining few food-themed movies.

**Mass Media**

In basic terms, mass communication is a type of communication carried out with the help of one or more means such as radio, newspaper, television, and advertising panels. According to another definition, it is the process of setting the meaningful, heterogeneous mass that is created by the professional communicators in the direction of their aims in motion and influencing it by using certain means and through quick, instant and continuous messages.

Akıncı Yüksel (2016) mentioned in his study “Gastronomy in the Silver Screen: Cinema” that there are certain theories that have been suggested to examine and explain the interaction of audiovisual media, especially cinema, with audiences. The first theory is named “Taking a Model Theory”. According to this theory, an individual can adopt certain behaviors that he/she witnesses in certain situations to his/her own behavior in similar situations. For example, individuals may take stylish and elaborate tables as an example and they can prepare similar tables for their loved ones. The second theory is named “Social Expectations Theory”. This theory positions the mass media as a resource where social norms, roles, and expectations are learned. In other words, groups in society provide information about the rules of those groups or about certain environments, even the others are not members of such a group, or even if they have not been in such environments. For example, a person who has never seen a cuisine of a big restaurant’s in his/her life can acquire knowledge about professional kitchens thanks to the movies. Even though there are some other theories about mass communication, the movies that are given as an example within the context of this study are often associated with the theories concerned.

**RELATED LITERATURE**

There are many studies in the literature that indicate the concept of movie tourism and emphasize the fact that movies or series play a decisive role in tourists’ journeys and that increase the number of tour-
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